ABSTRACT. Almost symmetric rings and pseudo symmetric rings are introduced.
Introduction.
Recently Koh [9] has obtained a sheaf representation of a ring without nilpotent elements. While Lambek [12] has unified this and the commutative case by introducing symmetric rings, Hofmann [7, Theorems 1.17 and 1.24] has extended the representation to semiprime rings. Using the maximal modular ideal space, Koh [ll] has also obtained the representation for strongly harmonic rings.
In this paper, the result of Lambek [12] is extended to a larger class of ringspseudo symmetric rings (Theorem 3.5). Example 5.1(e) is an example of a pseudo symmetric ring whose representation does not fall under any other types mentioned above. (See [7, p. 311] .) Almost symmetric rings are also introduced. A symmetric ring is almost symmetric and an almost symmetric ring is pseudo symmetric, but not conversely in either case. Some properties of these rings are discussed in the first two sections.
In pseudo symmetric rings, the minimal prime ideals have the same char- Acknowledgment. This paper is based on the author's doctoral dissertation at the North Carolina State University. The author wishes to express his sincere appreciation to his thesis advisor Professor Kwangil Koh; to Professor Jiang Luh for the idea of Example 5.1; and to the referee for many helpful suggestions and comments.
In particular, Example 5.6 belongs to the referee.
1. Almost symmetric rings and pseudo symmetric rings. Throughout this paper a ring is an associative ring which need not have an identity. Lambek [12] calls a ring R symmetric provided abc = 0 implies acb = 0 for any a, b, c e R.
Lemma 1.1 (Lambek) . A ring without (nonzero) nilpotent elements is symmetric.
Proof. If abc -0, then c(abc)ab = 0 and cab = 0. Then aba(cab)ac = 0, abac = 0, bacb(abac)ba = 0, bacba = 0, ac(bacba)cb = 0, hence acb = 0.
We shall call a ring R almost symmetric ii it satisfies:
(S I) For each element a £ R, a is an ideal of R, where aT -\b £ R: ab = 0j; and (S II) For any a, b, c £ R, if a(bc)n = 0 for a positive integer n, then abmcm = 0 for some positive integer zzz.
The following two lemmas are proved easily. Proof. It suffices to show that rad R contains all the nilpotent elements of R because any element of rad R is always nilpotent. Suppose a" = 0. If a 4 P for some prime ideal P then ax .a i P for some element x. of R. Continuing the License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use process we can find elements x. of R such that P does not contain b = ax .a • • • x _ xa. But, by (S I), a" = 0 implies ¿7=0, hence b £ P, a contradiction.
We shall call a ring R pseudo symmetric if it satisfies:
(PS I) The prime radical rad(R/l) is the set of all nilpotent elements of the ring R/I, whenever / = (0) or / is the right annihilator of aR in R for some a £ R; Proof. Clear.
For a prime ideal P of a ring R, let 0(P) = |iz £ R: aRb = 0 for some b £ r\p\, Op = [a £ R:ab=0 for some b £ r\p\, N(P) = |« £ R: aRb Ç rad R for some b £ r\p\, Np = [a £ R: ab £ rad R for some b £ r\p].
It is clear that 0(P) and N(P) ate ideals of R contained in Op and Np, respectively, and that 0(P) and N(P) ate subsets of P. If R has the property (S I) then 0(P) = Op. The proof of the following theorem is an adaptation from [9, Theorem 2.4]. Theorem 1.8. Let R be a ring without nilpotent elements. For each P eSpecR, 0(P)= file e Spec R: OiP)CQ}= f\\Q e Spec R: Q C P}, where Spec R is the set of all prime ideals o¡ R.
Proof. If Q Ç P then 0(P) CO(Q)CQ. So we have 0(P)Ç n\Q:0(P)QQ}çf\{Q:QÇP}.
Suppose a 4 0(P). We shall find a prime ideal Q such that a 4 Q and Q C P. The This shows Al is an zzz-system that is disjoint from (0), hence there is a prime ideal Q that is disjoint from M. Then a 4 Q and Q Ç P, completing the proof.
Immediately from the theorem we have the following corollary, which is a partial answer to a question raised by Gillman [3, Theorem 2.6].
Corollary 1.9. // rad R coincides with the set of all nilpotent elements of R, then for each P £ Spec R, N(P)= Hiß eSpecR: N(P)CQ} = C\\Q £ Spec R: Q Ç P¡.
The following has been obtained by Kist [8] The following follows from 1.11. It is well known that there is a simple integral domain which is not a division ring. This shows that the regularity of R cannot be dropped from 1.17(a).
2. Transfer theorems.
Theorem 2.1. // R is an almost symmetric ring then R/tadR, R/N(P), R/0(P) and R/ar are almost symmetric for each P e Spec R and each a e R.
Proof, (a) If radR is the set of all nilpotents, then R/tadR and R/N(P)
have no nilpotent elements, for if a" e N(P) with anRc Ç rad i? for some c e R\P, then aRc C rad R and a e N(P) because every minimal prime ideal of R is completely prime.
(b) Let R satisfy (S I). R/AT and R/Al satisfy (S I) for any A Ç R, as shown in the proof of 1.6. R/0(P) satisfies (S I), for if ab e 0(P) with abRc = 0 for some c 4P then aRbRc = 0 and aRb Ç O(P). (b) // the direct product URasatisfies (S II) then so does each R^.
Proof. Each ring R may be considered as a subring of the direct product.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Let R be the direct product and let cbß. R -» Rß be the projection map. li a £ Rß and P is a prime ideal of Rß let ä £ R such that 4>Jfl) = a and (pa(a~) = 0 for all a/= ß, and let P be the inverse image of P by <f>ß. Then P is a prime ideal of R. If a is nilpotent ä~ is also nilpotent. Then a £ P and a £ P. For a ring R, let Spec R be the set of all prime ideals of R, for any subset A of R let suppA be the set of all prime ideals P such that A £ P, and let hullA be the complement of suppA in Spec R. In case A = \a\ we shall write suppa and hulla.
Lemma 3.1. For any ring R, isuppa: a e R} is a base (¡or open sets) on Spec R. This topology is called the hull-kernel topology.
Proof. For any P e Spec R, P ¿ R and there is a e r\p. Thus the family covers Spec R. Suppose P e suppa D suppb. Then d = acb 4 P for some c e R,
and P e suppziÇ suppa n suppè.
Lemma 3.2. // a ring R has an identity, then Spec R is a compact space.
Proof. See [2, p. 76]. with its kernel flO(P). Let R have an identity. Recently Koh [9] has shown that this map is an isomorphism in the case when R has no nilpotents, Lambek [12] for symmetric rings, Koh [ll] for strongly harmonic rings, and Hofmann [7, I .I7] for semiprime rings.
Lemma 3.4. For any ring R, the Gelfand homomorphism is a monomorphism iff, for any O/izeK, (aRf is contained in a prime ideal of R.
Proof. Clear from the definition of O(P). Then R is isomorphic to the ring of global sections of a sheaf í over X with stalks R/0(P).
Proof. Since 1 e i? and Max Í? Ç X, X is compact and H|0(P): P e X| = (0).
If a is a global section then there is a e R such that a(P) = a + 0(P) for each P e X, following the proof of 3.5. If R is almost symmetric, then these are equivalent to (e) R/0(P) has a unique prime ideal, i.e., P/0(P), for each prime ideal P of R.
Proof, (e) =► (d) always, for if Q e fp| = hull P then P Ç Q and 0(P) C Q. Mewborn [13] has obtained a characterization of a commutative ring with identity whose minimal prime ideal space is compact, generalizing the result due to Henriksen and Jerison [6] . Our aim here is to obtain a similar characterization for the noncommutative case. A ring T is a right quotient ring oí a subring R provided TR is a rational extension of RR. If R is a subring of T, we shall use the notation: S(a) = ¡M £ Spec T: a 4 Mi, /7(a) = Spec T\S(a) for each a £ T.
Also recall that for each a £ R, s(a) = supp a n Min R and b(a) = Min R\s(a).
Lemma 4.12. // R is a subring of T then for each P £ Spec R there is a M £ Spec T such that M fï R Ç P.
Proof. R\P is an Tzz-system in T, disjoint from (0). Proof. Note that the ideal (x, y, z)= xR + yR, which is the set of all elements of R with zero constant terms, is nilpotent with nilpotency 3. xR + yR C radR.
For P £ Spec R let d>(P) = {a £ S: a e P\. Then d> is the required homeomorphism. 
